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Business Reporter
DOHA: The GCC plastic sector has seen an estimated investment of about $5bn in 2007, more than 5-fold its levels in 1990.
The number of factories in the plastic industries in the GCC region reached 1,223 with an estimated investment of about $5bn in
2007 compared with 326 factories with an investment of $932mn in 1990, said a study by the Gulf Organisation for Industrial
Consulting (Goic).
“The developments and expansions in investment and production that have occurred in GCC member states over the past few
years led to the rapid growth of the plastic industries considerably,” Goic said.
The successive expansions and developments that accompanied plastic products’ industry and improved level of performance
of most factories operating in the GCC states resulted in an enhanced utilisation of productive capacity to about 90% in 2006
compared with 68% in 1990.
The production capacities had grown to more than 2.3mn tonnes per annum in 2006 against half a million tonne in 1990, thus
making the production capabilities able to cover the apparent consumption in the Gulf region, said Goic, an entity mandated to
promote industrial co-operation among the six GCC countries.
Plastic products, relatively a new entrant in the GCC industrial landscape, have achieved “remarkable” development, driven by
factors such as growth and increased demand and high pace of economic growth across all the economic sectors in the GCC
countries, it said.
“In addition, there is the setup of a highly efficient local industry producing most of the feeding raw materials for plastic products
factories in GCC, such as polyethylene, polypropylene and poly vinyl chloride and polystyrene,” said Goic, which has partnered
with the United Nations Economic and Social Commission for Western Asia in the areas of information technology, technical
support, training programmes and expertise exchange.
Founded in 1976, Goic collects and publishes data on industrial projects and policies; suggests viable joint-venture industrial
projects; submits recommendations on co-ordination and integration of industrial projects in the region; provides assistance in
the preparation and/or evaluation of industrial studies; and conducts industrial data analyses and studies.
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DUBAI — With annual petrochemicals production amounting to 40 million metric tonnes, of which 30 million metric

tonnes were exports in 2005, the GCC is emerging as the largest producer and exporter of petrochemicals and

plastics in the world.

GCC's investment in the petrochemical industry was estimated at $30 billion in 2005, which is approximately 60 per

cent of the region's manufacturing sector.

Satish Khanna, General Manger of Al Fajer Information & Services, the organisers of Arabplast said, "The

petrochemical industry has witnessed a huge increase in the last decade in the GCC, the value of investments in this

sector in 2005 totalled Dh1.3 billion, which represents 22 per cent of the total manufacturing investments in UAE. In

fact, Dubai alone contributes about 70 per cent of UAE's foreign trade in petrochemical products."

Even in the plastic industry, UAE is ranked second only after Saudi Arabia followed by Oman, Bahrain and Qatar,

according to Gulf Organisation for Industrial Consultancy.

The plastic industry, as downstream activity in the oil industry, has a considerable potential for industrialisation in the

country as whole and particularly in Dubai.

"Development of a domestic petrochemicals industry is now gathering pace, which could considerably boost the

development of small and medium size plants in the plastic industry," said Khanna.

There are about 2000 companies in the GCC and about 260 companies in the UAE. The UAE companies employ

about 16,000 people of which about 40 per cent are in Dubai.

The plastic products market in Dubai is considered to be one of the largest markets in the region. Dubai's plastics

sector is diversified into different products such as pipes (48 per cent), packaging (18 per cent), fibreglass (20 per

cent), containers (4 per cent), sheets (4 per cent)and miscellaneous (6 per cent).

The number of chemicals, petrochemicals and plastics companies at Jebel Ali Free Zone (Jafza) has increased during

2000-2005 by almost 72 per cent at an annual rate of 14.6 per cent. There is considerable reliance on imported raw

material. Almost 60 per cent of the plastic imports are of raw material, namely polymers of different types. The top

import sources are Europe, Saudi Arabia, South Korea and Brazil. Meanwhile, the main import source for the final

products are China, India and Indonesia.
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QPPC eyes quality, production boost as competition heats up

Publish Date: Monday,2 June, 2008, at 02:00 AM Doha Time

By Pratap John
Doha: Qatar Plastics Products Company (QPPC) – a joint venture promoted by
Qatar Petrochemicals Company, Qatar Industrial Manufacturing Company and
Italian firm Febo – is set to achieve 85% production capacity by mid-2009.
The Mesaieed-based firm has newly introduced two products: ‘warning’ tape and
‘bluesleeving’ for industrial applications.
QPPC is one of the biggest downstream companies in Qatar, developing and
manufacturing flexible packaging, using low-density polyethylene (LDPE) resin. At
its peak, the company can achieve a production level of 11,500 tonnes per year of
various products.
Speaking to Gulf Times yesterday, QPPC general manager Mohamed
Abdulrahman Hijji said three multilayer German-made machines would be
installed shortly in view of rising local demand for strong packaging materials.
They will replace the existing monolayer machines.
QPPC converts polymer into packaging materials such as form, fill and seal (FFS)
films and shrink film and produces construction foil, general-purpose foil,
greenhouse foil, top open bags and heavy-duty bags for construction and industrial sectors.
Bluesleeving, a protective cover for water pipes, and warning tapes which alert the presence of pipes and cables underground,
are new products from the QPPC lineup.
“We are on a major expansion drive brought about by Qatar’s burgeoning needs for polyethylene packaging films,” Hijji said.
QPPC’s major consumers are Qapco and Q-Chem. With Qatofin going onstream in the coming months, QPPC will have to meet
the polyethylene packaging needs of that joint venture as well.
He sees immense opportunities for QPPC as Qatar’s energy and industry sectors are booming.
“There is a huge demand locally for our products and for this reason we are not relying on exports. However, QPPC products do
find their way to the neighbouring Gulf countries and Europe. Since various government departments and institutions have
approved and cleared QPPC’s polyethylene packaging films for purchase, there is a huge local demand for our products,” Hijji
said.
Set up in 1998, ISO 9001:2000 certified-QPPC utilises sophisticated machines (blown film and printing) from Europe,
particularly from Germany and Italy.
The company has also won awards from various government agencies for meeting several product standard requirements.
Hijji said though the plastic products industry is getting affected due to increasing competition, QPPC is not willing to
compromise on quality.
“Some buyers ask me why my products are highly priced than others in the market. I tell them I will not dilute quality to gain
customers. Those who have tested my products will only come to me. My quality control is of the highest standard and I am not
willing to bring it down,” said Hijji who till recently headed Qapco’s quality control facility.

Hijji ... quality comes at a price
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JEDDAH - Emaar, The Economic City, and Savola Group are to establish a plastic industry cluster in the Industrial

Zone of the King Abdullah Economic City.

As per the memorandum of understanding (MoU), Savola Packaging Systems (SPS), the wholly owned subsidiary

company of Savola Group will be the strategic partner of Emaar EC in carrying out necessary studies to identify

product lines and determine raw material prices, optimum volume, capacities and product research and development

for maximum value generation, and in creating a global plastic industry hub within the KAEC Plastics Valley.

For the purpose, Emaar EC, the Tadawul-listed company developing KAEC, has signed a MoU with Savola Group

through SPS.

Fahd Al Rasheed, CEO and board member, Emaar EC, and Dr. Sami Baroum, managing director, the Savola Group,

signed the MoU in Jeddah recently, according to information made available to Khaleej Times here yesterday.

SPS is a wholly owned subsidiary of the Savola Group, a Saudi joint stock company with diversified business

interests. It is a leading Saudi player in the plastics packaging industry locally and internationally.

“The KAEC Plastics Valley, which was unveiled by Custodian of the Two Holy Mosques King Abdullah during his

recent visit to KAEC, has already become an investment destination for plastic industries from around the world. SPS

is a leader in the plastics industry regionally and has proven its competencies through sustainable growth models,”

said Al Rasheed. “By joining hands with SPS in driving forward the development of the KAEC Plastics Valley, Emaar

EC is creating a vibrant hub for the plastics industry,” he added.

“This is in line with the vision of the Saudi Arabian General Investment Authority (SAGIA), KAEC’s prime facilitator, to

make Saudi Arabia one of the top-ten most competitive economies in the world. The Plastics Valley initiative will lead

to employment generation and the growth of ancillary industries, thus complementing our developmental vision of

ushering in socio-economic prosperity,” he said.

Baroum said that the KAEC Plastics Valley is a significant opportunity for growth for the region’s plastics industry. SPS

is a leader in the plastics sector, and the MoU with Emaar EC will help shape plastic industry cluster that will make

KAEC the regional and global hub for the industry.

“Through the MoU, SPS will serve as an anchor tenant or manufacturer in the Plastics Valley, and work to strengthen

the involvement of international investors as co-anchors. Our objective is to align the plastics industry to meet the

needs of our clients and major raw material suppliers,” commented Mohammad Amin Kashgari, CEO, of SPS.
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Emaar Economic City and Savola Group in plastic industry tie-up
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ABU DHABI — Abu Dhabi unveiled its ambitions to setup the Middle East's first 'Polymers Park' to convert its hugely

available polyolefins into value-added finished goods for export purposes, in an effort to diversify emirate's oil-

dominated economy.

Abu Dhabi Basic Industries Corporation (ADBIC), a subsidiary of government of Abu Dhabi's industrial arm-General

Holding Corporation, unveiled the plans, with a model of 'Abu Dhabi Polymers Park', ,to be developed on 4.5 square

kilometers, at the Industrial City of Abu Dhabi.

“Once completed, the project will fetch foreign and local investments estimated at $4 billion”, said Jim White CEO

ADBIC, while speaking at a Press briefing.

He said that leading names in plastic goods industry from Japan, India, Europe, Australia, US have already expressed

their deep desire to benefit from the exciting offering and pre-launch bookings till date have been overwhelming with

30 per cent of the available plots reserved.

Ten top industry giants are in active negotiations to set up their manufacturing units , while one Belgium firm would

soon setup its facilities. hoping to come on stream during 2009.

All the projects planned to be launched in the park are expected to go to full capacity by 2012.

The Polymer park will host around 50 plastic product manufacturers, and is set to have conversion capacity of no less

than one million tonnes per annum, of which the majority will be exported.

Regional polymer production capacity is expected to double to 33 million tonnes by 2011, and The Park is uniquely

placed to take advantage of the increase in raw material availability.

The products to be made will include packaging material , original equipment manufacturing, construction and

infrastructure segments including value added goods such as pipes, cables and intermediate blow moulded

containers.

Speaking on dynamics of the Polymer Park, Hussain Al Nowais, chairman of ADBIC, said that Abu Dhabi is

strategically focusing its resources on diversifying its economy and building a strong manufacturing base.

“ADBIC acts as a catalyst in establishing an industrial base that will compete globally, and the Abu Dhabi Polymers

Park is a prime example of this initiative,” said Al Nowais.

Abu Dhabi Polymers Park was attracting both regional and international plastic converting manufacturers who are

poised to take advantage of the growth of regional polymer supply, and will deliver best in class technology and

industry expertise, ADBIC chairman said.

The investors will benefit from competitive long-term lease rates, utilities and quality labour, access to a secure supply

of raw material, and state of the art onsite logistics and technical centres.

Abdullah Al Darmaki, vice-president for Petrochemicals at ADBIC, added that, “Abu Dhabi is uniquely placed to

become a world centre for plastics conversion with ready access to raw materials and export routes."
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